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â€œThis is one of the most extraordinary books I've ever read.â€• â€•Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.,

author of Fascism vs. Capitalism The US government has spent as much time covering up

conspiracies as it has helping the American people. In Hidden History, you will see the amount of

effort that our government has dedicated over the past fifty years to lying and covering up the truth

to the world. Starting with the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, Don Jeffries chronicles a

wide variety of issues that have plagued our country's history. Whether it is the assassinations of

MLK and RFK, Iran-Contra, the Oklahoma City bombing, TWA Flight 800, voting fraud, or 9/11,

every major disaster or war that we've sitnessed has somehow been distorted by those who are

supposed to be protecting us. Jeffries also delves into extensive research on the death of John F.

Kennedy, Jr. - and what he finds will shock you. So whether you've only heard bits and pieces of

these stories or you've read several books on the topics, Hidden History is the book that belongs in

every conspiracy theorist's library, as the information included here has never been collected

together in any other published work available. So sit down, strap in, and get ready to be shocked

and awed by how much has been hidden by our government over the past fifty years. Updated for

2016, this version features a new introduction by political insider Roger Stone.
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It's paradigm shifting. Everything you think you know about the U.S. is mostly propaganda, lies, and

deceit. From who killed President Kennedy to who killed Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Kennedy's



brother, Bobby, as he was on his way to the White House. This book is a must-read because.

Donald Jeffries pulls the curtain down on fifty years of massive corruption, exposing both the lies of

the Left and the Right. It's time to learn the truth. Hidden History is a vitally important book that

every American and everyone who believes in America should read. - Dr. Cynthia McKinney, former

United States Congressional representative from Georgia and Green Party presidential candidate.

In Hidden History, Donald Jeffries has assembled an encyclopedia of misrepresented and

under-reported historical events. This book is unique in its even-handed approach, and it is difficult

to disagree that the entrenched corruption he exposes extends across the entire political spectrum.

- Cindy Sheehan, Peace Activist and Author Facts are simply just the truth. Information that often

just lies there. But when presented in an arresting, revealing, brilliant storytelling manner they can

inspire one to action and change. If, to paraphrase Jack Nicholson in 'A Few Good Men,' you can

handle the truth, no matter how uncomfortable and contrary to popular acceptance, then you must

get Donald Jeffries' 'Hidden History.' As one who has spent over forty years trying to tell DA Jim

Garrison's real story about his Government and media sabotaged investigation into President

Kennedy's murder, even I learned and was moved by what Donald uncovered. From JFK's murder

to Martin Luther King to Oklahoma to flight 800 to 9/11 and countless others, you know the litany;

but you don't know what Donald Jeffries knows until you get 'Hidden History,' every page a virtual

wikipedia of needed truths! - John Barbour: Writer-Director of 'The Garrison Tapes.' Host-Producer:

'The Last word On The Assassination.' Creator-Co-Host of 'Real People,' America's first tv reality

show. Host: 'John Barbour's World,' BBS Radio Henry Ford is widely quoted as saying, "History is

bunk." What he actually said was ""History is more or less bunk." Donald Jeffries has elaborated on

this theme in his new book by showing that behind what is commonly perceived these days as

history is the real truth, or "Hidden History." In an age when deception is the norm, Jeffries'

invaluable book tells it like it is. - Douglas Caddy, Watergate Attorney and Author Don Jeffries dares

to tell the truth and names individuals and groups behind the major assassinations and false flag

attacks meant to destroy the pillars of our constitutional republic. Prepare to take the red pill. Rob

Dew, TV News Director, Infowars.com, PrisonPlanet.tv  With &#147;Hidden History,â€• Donald

Jeffries has written a compelling, well documented book raising disturbing questions challenging the

politically correct explanation of modern crimes, conspiracies, and cover-ups in U.S. history,

including, among others, the JFK assassination, Ted Kennedy and Chappaquiddick, the deaths of

Vince Foster and Ron Brown in the Clinton presidency, and the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World

Trade Center and the Pentagon. A &#147;must-readâ€• for all those wanting to get past

&#147;conspiracy theoryâ€• to the inconvenient facts political correctness is designed to keep the



American public from knowing.- Jerome R. Corsi, Ph.D.  Hidden History by Donald Jeffries is a book

of historic importance because it documents our true contemporary American history. It is

informative, fascinating, and entertaining at the same time- written in a professional, but also very

accessible manner. A compelling, well-documented book raising disturbing questions. David

Wayne, Author of New York Times bestsellers Dead Wrong, Hit List and They Killed Our President

Donald Jeffries has been researching the JFK assassination since the mid-1970s, when he was a

student volunteer with Mark Laneâ€™s Citizensâ€™ Committee of Inquiry. He is the author of the

2007 novel The Unreals. He lives in Virginia with his wife and two children.Roger Stone is not only a

political consultant, strategist, and lobbyist, and a close friend and adviser to President Donald

Trump, but is also the man who single-handedly brought down New York Governor, Eliot Spitzer.

He has been involved in politics since his teenage years, worked for both the Nixon and Reagan

administrations, and has recently joined the Libertarian Party. Aside from politics, heâ€™s also

known for his personal style, and writes the annual â€œTen Best and Worst Dressed Men and

Women in the Worldâ€• column for the Huffington Post. He is also the author of the New York Times

bestseller The Man Who Killed Kennedy, The Making of the President 2016, Jeb! and the Bush

Crime Family, The Clintons' War on Women, The Benghazi Report, and Tricky Dick. He splits his

time between New York City and Miami Beach, Florida.

For those with a taste for modern American historical conspiracies, author Donald Jeffries serves up

a full course dinner.By their very nature, political conspiracies are difficult to decipher and even

more difficult to explain. The author doesa nice job attempting to separate the wheat from the chaff.

Ultimately, this book may raise more questions than it answers.And that's a good thing.Hidden

History begins with The Mother of All Conspiracies: The Assassination of John Fitzgerald

Kennedyand takes the reader through the Sixties and Seventies, the administrations of Reagan,

Bush, Clinton, Bush,and Obama. It ends with the chapter Where Do We Stand Now?Chronicling

these events is an ambitious and difficult task, but author Jeffries manages well. Hidden Historyis a

compelling read and an important one. The reader will be reminded of things forgotten and

undoubtedlylearn some things they didn't know.Even those skeptical of things conspiratorial would

benefit from reading Hidden History, in my opinion.

Henry Ford is widely quoted as saying, "History is bunk." What he actually said was ""History is

more or less bunk." Donald Jeffries has elaborated on this theme in his new book by showing that



behind what is commonly perceived these days as history is the real truth, or "Hidden History."As he

writes in his Foreword, "There is a willful desire on the part of those in positions of authority to keep

the masses down, to involve us in perpetual wars, and to deny the great majority of Americans true

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Until the Internet came along, Americans had to rely on the

television networks, daily newspapers, and large circulation magazines for their information. Now

that there are finally true alternative sources available on the web, the dishonest nature of the

mainstream media is brutally apparent. It's become almost comical to watch these relics from a

bygone era continue to babble on about an absurdly restricted selection of topics, to control the

tenor of debate, and transparently attempt to manipulate the public, as they were so successful in

the past...In the pages that follow, you'll find an uninterrupted timeline of conspiratorial activity on

the part of our leaders."I have been an attorney for over four decades. If I were a law school

professor today teaching criminal law, I would make Jeffries' "Hidden History" suggested reading

supplementary to the students' mandatory assignments. Why? Because his book truly shows the

world as it really it is.Paul Craig Roberts, former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury under

President Reagan, recently opined: "Americans are a pitifully misinformed people. All of history is a

history of false flag operations. Yet Americans dismiss such proven operations as `conspiracy

theories,' which merely proves that government has successfully brainwashed insouciant Americans

and deprived them of the ability to recognize the truth."Americans are the foremost among the

captive nations."Who will liberate them?"Liberation can start by reading "Hidden History."

I strongly recommend Don Jeffries' book "Hidden History" to any reader with an open mind to

consider that government official verdicts of history are often lies. This concept should not be a

surprise to those who have taken the care to have studied congressional investigations like the

Church Committee or any of the various books written by Peter Dale Scott. The care Jeffries took in

the chapter on the JFK assassination to track down the family of Secret Service Agent Henry Rybka

and the care Jeffries takes to report accurately the parts of the family testimony that fail to fit into a

pre-determined "conspiracy theory" (pp. 34-34) show Jeffries's motive in asking questions is first to

get to the truth. Jeffries covers an intriguing range of key traumatic events in U.S. history since the

JFK assassination, including Watergate and Iran-contra, to stimulate readers to make the effort to

do some digging of their own. Over the next fifty years, should America manage to survive with a

meaningful First Amendment in place, Jeffries deserves a place among those who have dared to

expose government lies at the risk of derision from those fellow citizens who remain all too willing to

believe whatever our government tells us -- a complacency that has led to the Grubers of the world



remaining confident official lies are required because the people are stupid. I rest the case with this:

"If you like your health insurance, you can keep it ..."

Spectacular achievement. I saw Don Jeffries on the Alex Jones Show

(http://www.infowars.com/author-reveals-top-govt-secrets-of-the-past-50-years) and decided to

purchase the Kindle version. Don does an astounding job of connecting the dots of the secret

history of the USA since the Kennedy assassination.The research is meticulous, and the scope of

the book is compelling. Don takes us from the JFK assassination through the presidencies through

the present and this is a compulsive page-turner. Kudos to Don for making this speed-read a unique

corollary to the history the mainstream media expects the sheeple to swallow.High-information

history buffs will be astounded by the expertise and depth of knowledge displayed in this

speed-read.

Very interesting.....and scary. If only a fourth of this book is true it's way too much. It makes good

arguments and presents many facts, that I'm sure could be checked ( I didn't ). I have read most of

the Kennedy books and found his information to be in line with everything else I have read. If history

and politics interest you it's a must read Life is smoke and mirrors.
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